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1

The form "Old Town" is a classic stencil form for professional creating of paths and 

grounds at your site. Unique dimensions 40х60х6 cm enable using the form in most 

variable configurations. You can easily make the paths of different width: 40, 60, 80, 

120 cm.  

2,63 euro

2

The form "Universal Stone" is a universal stencil form for professional pavement of 

paths and grounds on your site. Its unique dimensions and pattern 40х60х6 cm enable 

using it in the most diverse configurations. You can easily make the paths of different 

width: 40, 60, 80, 120 cm. Ideal joining of the pattern even if the paths and grounds 

are turned around.

2,63 euro

3

The form “Clinker Stone” is a universal stencil form for professional pavement of 

paths and grounds at your site. Unique dimensions 40х60х6 cm enable using the form 

in most variable configurations. You can easily make the paths of different width: 40, 

60, 80, 120 cm. Now anyone can make by himself concrete and robust paths paved 

with clinker stone.

2,63 euro

4

The form Kerb Stone is the first formwork development for the road kerb. We can 

surely say that this form for the road kerb enjoys universal application. It may be used 

both at home and commercially. By means of the form Kerb Stone you can make 

beautiful decorative kerbs without using a vibrating table! With such a form, sizes 

30x19x7 cm.

1,2 euro

5

The form round Stones is used for making concrete paths, grounds capable to 

sustain loading by car. The form is especially popular for making alleys, rest areas and 

other recreation facilities.The form is made of strong polypropene. Flexibility of the 

formwork enables its easy removal from the finished product. The shaped edges of the 

form for garden paths allow joining it at a straight angle. Sizes: 80x80x6 cm. 

5,23 euro

6
The form "Garden Path"is used for making concrete paths, grounds capable to 

sustain loading by car. The form is especially popular for making alleys, rest areas and 

other recreation facilities.Sizes: 60x60x6 cm.
3,92 euro

7
The form "Classic border" - is a universal form of stencil for creating professional 

curb on your site. Sizes: 50x20x4,5 cm. 2,06 euro

8

The form "Flexible Curb" - is a universal kit for creating flexible curb on your site. 

Includes two  1,5 m. + two 1 m. reusable long high-density polyethylene forms, The 

form is absolutely remarkable and is very unique for providing an easy method to 

make decorative, strong and useful concrete borders. Create and install your own 

landscape concrete borders. Outline a lawn or create tree rings. Helps keep unwanted 

grass and weeds out of flower beds.  

11,2 euro

9

Plastic snow shovels

width   - 445 mm

length  - 410 mm

height  - 110 mm

weight  - 700 g

2 euro

PLASTIC FORMS
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10

REINFORCING FIBER HLV-54, 600G Fiber is a reinforcement additive to the grout 

enabling significant increase in the strength of the final product and times as much 

service life of concrete slabs.

The reinforcement additive (1 package) allows making 7 to 15 m2 of finished concrete 

surfacing, moreover, the final product will have high resistance to loads and high scuff 

resistance. All the strength characteristics of the concrete surfacing will increase 

considerably.

3,4 euro

11

REINFORCING FIBER HLV-52, 300G

The reinforcement additive (1 package) allows making 7 to 15 m2 of finished concrete 

surfacing, moreover, the final product will have high resistance to loads and high scuff 

resistance. All the strength characteristics of the concrete surfacing will increase 

considerably.

This additive was developed especially for reinforcing garden paths and grounds; it 

perfectly suits to aggressive environments. It is advisable to apply HLV-52 in work with 

the stencil form “Garden Path”, “Round Stones”, “Kerb Stone”.

1,7 euro

13
REINFORCING FIBER HLV-53, 300G.

Fiber is a reinforcement additive to the grout enabling significant increase in the 

strength of the final product and times as much service life of concrete slabs.
1,7 euro

14

REINFORCING FIBER HLV-53, 600G

Fiber is a reinforcement additive to the grout enabling significant increase in the 

strength of the final product and times as much service life of concrete slabs.

The reinforcement additive (1 package) allows making 7 to 15 m2 of finished concrete 

surfacing, moreover, the final product will have high resistance to loads and high scuff 

resistance. All the strength characteristics of the concrete surfacing will increase 

considerably.

3,4 euro

15

АРМИРУЮЩЕЕ ФИБРОВОЛОКНО HLV-52, 600 гр. Добавка для армирования 

бетона HLV-52 Hormusend™ защищает от разрушения края соединений в бетонных 

плитах покрытий и сборных ж/б конструкциях. Волокна фибры равномерно 

распределятся волокнам по всему объему бетонного изделия. Техническое 

описание волокон: Состав: полипропиленовое волокно 12 мм. Диаметр: 18 мкм. 

Плотность 0,91 г/см³. Упругость (Модуль Юнга) 4158 МПа. Температура 

размягчения 160°С. 

3,4 euro

16

REINFORCING FIBER HLV-52, 300G

The reinforcement additive (1 package) allows making 7 to 15 m2 of finished concrete 

surfacing, moreover, the final product will have high resistance to loads and high scuff 

resistance. All the strength characteristics of the concrete surfacing will increase 

considerably.

Technical description of the fibers: Composition: polypropylene fiber 12 mm. Diameter: 

18 um. Density 0.91 g / cm³. The elasticity (Young's modulus) 4158 MPa. The 

softening temperature of 160 ° C.

1,7 euro

17

LUBRICANT FOR FORMS AND FORMWORK HLV-37, 200G

The forming oil is a very useful product for making a garden path, which simplifies the 

process of casting and prolongs useful life of the framework considerably.

Our forming oil is sold concentrated, in 250 g bottle. Diluted with water, the grout is 

enough for several hundreds of oiling procedures. This means that one or two bottles 

will be quite enough. You may buy the goods at the best price; the process of making a 

path will be much simplified and many times paid back.

0,37 euro

18

STRENGTHENING ADDITIVE TO MORTAR (PLASTICIZER) HLV-15, 2 KG

The plasticizer represents a mixture for the grout, which will make the cement 

structure completely different and enhance its quality characteristics. Using this 

additive in the grout, not only your product, but the whole concreting process will be 

many times improved.

This Plasticizer was created especially for our forms. Now making garden paths and 

kerbs becomes much easier! The additive can be easily applied according to the 

instructions on the packing. Even if this is your first casting experience, you will find it 

simple and clear.

1,06 euro

ADDITIVES AND COLORANTS TO CONCRETE
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19

COLORING ADMIXTURE TO MORTAR, HLV-21 BLUE, 2 KG 

The do-it-yourself coloured concrete products are simple. With the coloring admixture 

in the grout, you will be able to embody bright colours and a creative idea in 

landscaping.

Our coloring admixture was made of the best raw material using the costly equipment. 

Acting as a pigment, the admixture will keep its colour fast for many years.

The colourant for the garden path and kerbs was demanded by every third customer, 

so we have made a multi-type coloring admixture to be used in a number of colouring 

types.

2,58 euro

20

COLORING ADMIXTURE TO MORTAR, HLV-21 BROWN, 2 KG

The do-it-yourself coloured concrete products are simple. With the coloring admixture 

in the grout, you will be able to embody bright colours and a creative idea in 

landscaping.

Our coloring admixture was made of the best raw material using the costly equipment. 

Acting as a pigment, the admixture will keep its colour fast for many years.

The colourant for the garden path and kerbs was demanded by every third customer, 

so we have made a multi-type coloring admixture to be used in a number of colouring 

types.

2,58 euro

21

COLORING ADMIXTURE TO MORTAR, HLV-21 BLACK, 2 KG

The do-it-yourself coloured concrete products are simple. With the coloring admixture 

in the grout, you will be able to embody bright colours and a creative idea in 

landscaping.

Our coloring admixture was made of the best raw material using the costly equipment. 

Acting as a pigment, the admixture will keep its colour fast for many years.

The colourant for the garden path and kerbs was demanded by every third customer, 

so we have made a multi-type coloring admixture to be used in a number of colouring 

types.

2,58 euro

22

COLORING ADMIXTURE TO MORTAR, HLV-21 YELLOW, 2 KG

The do-it-yourself coloured concrete products are simple. With the coloring admixture 

in the grout, you will be able to embody bright colours and a creative idea in 

landscaping.

Our coloring admixture was made of the best raw material using the costly equipment. 

Acting as a pigment, the admixture will keep its colour fast for many years.

The colourant for the garden path and kerbs was demanded by every third customer, 

so we have made a multi-type coloring admixture to be used in a number of colouring 

types.

2,58 euro

23

COLORING ADMIXTURE TO MORTAR, HLV-21 RED, 2 KG

The do-it-yourself coloured concrete products are simple. With the coloring admixture 

in the grout, you will be able to embody bright colours and a creative idea in 

landscaping.

Our coloring admixture was made of the best raw material using the costly equipment. 

Acting as a pigment, the admixture will keep its colour fast for many years.

The colourant for the garden path and kerbs was demanded by every third customer, 

so we have made a multi-type coloring admixture to be used in a number of colouring 

types.

2,58 euro

24

COLORING ADMIXTURE TO MORTAR, HLV-21 GREEN, 2 KG

The do-it-yourself coloured concrete products are simple. With the coloring admixture 

in the grout, you will be able to embody bright colours and a creative idea in 

landscaping.

Our coloring admixture was made of the best raw material using the costly equipment. 

Acting as a pigment, the admixture will keep its colour fast for many years.

The colourant for the garden path and kerbs was demanded by every third customer, 

so we have made a multi-type coloring admixture to be used in a number of colouring 

types.

2,58 euro

COLORING ADMIXTURE 


